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step-by-step instructions + tips

1 Select White cardstock for layout base. Use a 1.25” square 
punch to make approximately 87 squares from the kit 
papers and cardstock. (I used Desert Marigold, Blue 
Calypso and Grenadine cardstock, and Journaling Cards, 8 
Tracks, Retro Garden, Journaling Strips, Bellbottom Blue, 
Glow and Let’s Boogie papers).

2 Use a pencil and ruler to lightly draw parallel diagonal lines 
on layout, spacing them approximately 1.75” apart. Arrange 
punched blocks at an angle in rows, using the pencil lines 
to align. Adhere blocks to cardstock, trimming off any 
overhang along top edge.

3 Add machine stitching along pencil lines, if desired. 
Gently erase any pencil lines that show after stitching 
is complete.

4 Print four 4” square photos. Use dimensional 
adhesive to adhere across layout, starting 3.75” from 
left edge and 3.75” from top edge and leaving .25” 
margin between photos.

5 Type or write journaling on Blue Calypso cardstock. 
Cut into strips and adhere below first photo on lower 
left side.

6 Select “love” die-cut from ephemera pack and adhere on 
lower right, 1.5” from bottom edge and 4.25” from right 
edge. Select SUMMER” acrylic title and adhere atop die-
cut, 2.5” from bottom edge and 3” from right edge.

7 Select Thickers to complete title and adhere to right of 
“love” die-cut. Apply three aqua star sticks to right of title 
as shown.

step-by-step instructions + sketch
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SUMMER LOVE 2017 (24x12)
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8 Select four puffy camera stickers and apply to center of 
various squares in rows 3, 8, 10 and 11 as shown. 

9 Select two puffy star stickers and adhere to squares in row 2 
and 7 as shown.

0 Trim “#MEMORIES” tab from kit printables. Use 
dimensional adhesive to adhere on square to left of  
first photo. 

{ Select pink “Sweet Things” tag from ephemera kit. Trim 
off top and bottom edges of circle and use dimensional 
adhesive to adhere tag to square on row 4 above photos.

} Select pink “Remember” tag from ephemera kit. Trim out 
the word “Remember” into rectangular shape and use 
dimensional adhesive to adhere on row 7 below second 
photo.

q Select teal “CREATE JOY” tag from ephemera kit. 
Trim off hole on left and use dimensional adhesive 
to adhere on row 7 above third photo.

w Select blue “Hustle & Heart” banner from 
ephemera kit. Trim the word “Hustle” and use 
dimensional adhesive to adhere banner on 
row 10 below third photo.

e Select pink “I Love You Beyond Measure” 
banner from ephemera kit. Trim to read “I Love 
You” and use dimensional adhesive to adhere 
on row 12 near right edge.
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1 Select Atlantic cardstock as layout base. Use kit stamps with 
teal ink to stamp circle pattern on cardstock, allowing some 
stamps to hang off the edges.

2 Write or type journaling on layout in a 3”x 1.5” block, 
approximately 7.75” from top edge and 8” from right edge. 
Stamp date below journaling block, if desired. 

3 Trim four 12”x .125” strips of Blue Calypso cardstock. 
Adhere along edges of layout to create border.

4 Trim a 6.25” square of Bouquets paper (floral side). Add 
machine stitching around outer edge, if desired. Use 
dimensional adhesive to adhere to layout, 3” from top edge 
and 1.5” from right edge.

5 Trim pink floral tag, yellow tag, and orange stripe tag from 
kit printables. Punch holes at top of pink and yellow tag and 
thread with twine, if desired. 

6 Adhere pink floral tag to layout, 2.5” from top edge and 
4.75” from left edge. Adhere yellow tag horizontally, 1” from 
right edge and 3.5” from bottom edge. Adhere orange 
stripe tag with notched end to left, 2.5” from left edge and 
4.25” from bottom edge.

7 Select green “today” tag from ephemera pack. Adhere to 
right of pink floral tag, 2.75” from top edge and 5.75” from 
left edge.

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step layout instructions 

SUNSHINE (12x12)

    (cont’d)
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8 Print two 2.75”x 4” photos. Use dimensional adhesive to 
adhere near center of floral paper, slightly angled and 
overlapping.

9 Use the kit cut files to electronically cut “sunshine” from 
scrap white cardstock at 5” wide. Adhere die-cut below 
photos, 5.25” from left edge and 3” from bottom edge.

0 Select yellow tulle flower and adhere atop orange stripe tag 
as shown.

{ Embellish layout with puffy star stickers, clustered in groups 
of three at top left and bottom right corner of floral block.

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step layout instructions + sketch 
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1 Trim an 8.5”x 5.5” piece of Blue Calypso cardstock. Score 
at center of 8.5” side and fold to create an A2 card with 
opening to the right.

2 Trim a 4”x 5.25” piece of Journaling Cards paper (stripe 
side) with stripes running horizontally. Add machine 
stitching around outer edge, if desired and adhere to center 
of card base.

3 Trim a 2.25”square of 8 Tracks paper (dot side). Select 
a vellum frame and adhere dot paper inside frame. 
Wrap bottom edge of frame with twine, if desired. Use 
dimensional adhesive to adhere frame to card base, 1.25” 
from top edge and .5” from left edge.

4 Fussy-cut flower mason jar from Journaling Cards paper. 
Use dimensional adhesive to adhere to card base on right 
side of frame as shown.

step-by-step card instructions

JOYFUL CARD (4.25x5.5)
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Lisa Dickinson
is a graphic designer  

living in Colorado with her 

husband, two kids, and a 

menagerie of  

assorted pets. 

Lisa was introduced to the 

scrapbook hobby in 1998 

after attending a Creative Memories party. Her first 

scrap project was an album documenting her honey-

moon, complete with shaped photos and lots & lots 

of stickers! In the years following, her style evolved 

and in 2003, she had her first layout published in 

Simple Scrapbooks magazine. Since then, she has 

contributed to several magazines and manufacturer 

design teams, as well as authoring the book Design 

Workshop from Ella Publishing. 

When she’s not scrapping, Lisa enjoys running, antique 

shopping and beating her family at Trivial Pursuit.

See more of Lisa’s work at:

www.lisadickinson.typepad.com

designer & kit cut files
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To download these exclusive printable tags, please visit: 

www.scrapbookandcards.com/sctsummer18-picnics-popsicles   ONLINE
BONUS


